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Regularly obtaining structured feedback from stakeholders such as students, teachers, employers, alumni, 

and academic peers is essential for ensuring the effectiveness and relevance of a curriculum and its delivery methods. 

Firstly, gathering feedback from students allows educators to understand their learning experiences, identify areas of 

improvement, and tailor the curriculum to meet their needs and expectations. Feedback from teachers is equally 

important as they are at the forefront of curriculum delivery. Teachers can provide valuable input on the 

effectiveness of instructional strategies, the adequacy of resources and support systems, and the overall coherence of 

the curriculum. Employers and alumni offer valuable perspectives on the relevance of the curriculum in meeting 

industry needs and preparing students for the workforce. Their feedback helps in aligning curriculum objectives with 

the demands of the job market, ensuring that graduates possess the necessary skills and competencies to succeed in 

their careers. Engaging academic peers in the feedback process promotes collaboration and the exchange of best 

practices. Our Institution establishes robust feedback processes to systematically collect, analyze, and act upon 

stakeholder feedback. Overall, incorporating structured feedback from a diverse range of stakeholders is essential for 

maintaining the relevance, quality, and effectiveness of curriculum and its delivery methods, ultimately enhancing 

student learning experiences and outcomes. 
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Criteria:1 MetricNo:1.4.1 

Key Indicator:1.4 Feedback System 

Criteria:1 Curricular Aspects 

Metric: 1.4.1 Structured feedback for curriculum and its transaction is regularly obtained from 

stakeholders like Students, Teachers, Employers, Alumni, Academic Peers etc., and Feedback processes of 

the institution 

https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/22_04_2024/Feedback-Letter-from-HOI.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-1-1/Feedback-Process-and-Mechanism.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/AQAR-2022-2023/C1/1_4_1---Feedback-URL---From-ERP.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-4-1/3_5_2024/Feedback-Filled-in-Forms-Link1.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-4-1/Feedback-Main-Page-/5_-Feedback-Analysis-Report-Overall.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-4-1/5_5_2024/Feedback-Sumitted-to-the-Academic-Council.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-4-1/3_5_2024/1_4_1-ATR-03_05_2024.pdf
https://ngmc.org/cdn/uploads/iqac/C1/1-4-1/5_5_2024/Online-Feedback-Responses-(Excel)-Link.pdf

